
2. rész 

Kozmológia a 21. században



A táguló Világegyetem
Ha a Világegyetem valóban tágul, akkor régen „kisebb”, ezért 

melegebb volt 
• A hőmérséklet a mérettel fordítottan arányos 
  ⇒ az elegendően forró VE-t elektromágneses plazma 

töltötte ki, amelynek hűlése során kialakultak az atomok 
és a mindent kitöltő  

!
 kozmikus elektromágneses háttérsugárzás 



A kozmikus sugárzás felfedezése
• 1965: A. Penzias és R. Wilson (Bell Lab) érzékeny 

mikrohullámú antennája



A kozmikus sugárzás
• 1965: A. Penzias és R. Wilson érzékeny mikrohullámú 

antennája 
– iránytól 
– napszaktól, évszaktól 

 független elektromágneses sugárzást észleltek  
• Az antenna hibáját kizárták  

Mi lehet a titokzatos sugárzás forrása? 
• Mi már sejtjük: 
 A VE-t az első perceiben elektromágneses sugárzás 

töltötte ki, ami azóta is ott van, csak hullámhossza a 
tágulás arányában megnőtt   
Penzias és Wilson mérése szerint a sugárzás 

hőmérséklete 3,5 K (11. kérdés: Mit jelent ez?)



A hőmérsékleti sugárzás intenzitásának 
hullámhosszfüggése

~10cm alatt a légkör átlátszatlan⇒ 

Földről csak az eloszlás maximumától jobbra eső rész mérhető

in
te

nz
it

ás

hullámhossz



Irány a világűr: 
A Cosmic Background Explorer űrszonda

FIRAS = Far Infrared Absolute 
Spectrophotometer 

DMR = Differential Microwave 
Radiometer 

DIRBE = Diffuse Infrared 
Background Experiment 

!



A FIRAS  spektrum

Valaha látott legtökéletesebb hőmérsékleti sugárzási 
spektrum



A CoBE által mért sugárzási görbe

frekvencia

hullámhossz
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Planck-görbe
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A FIRAS spektrum

A hőmérsékleti sugárzás spektrumát a Planck-
féle eloszlás írja le

Stefan-Boltzmann
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12. kérdés: Mekkora a nukleáris részecske/foton arány?



Izotrópnak látta-e a COBE VE-t?

A Tejút hatását le kell vonni



Izotrópnak látta-e a COBE VE-t?

A dipólus anizotrópia a Föld mozgásának 
következménye (szintén le kell vonni)



A COBE felfedezése

A piros és kék tartományok hőmérséklet különbsége 10-5K 
(0,01mm-es hullámok az uszodában)



Multipólus sorfejtés

l=1 ∑l
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Egy dia a 2009-es előadásomból
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A kozmikus zene „hangszíne”  
(a háttérsugárzás hatványspektruma) 

Az első csúcs helye Ω-tól függ 

A magasság 
ΩB függvénye 
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A CMB hatványspektruma
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Felső légköri kísérletek

Maxima 

BOOMERanG

EPSHEP Cocconi-prize 2011: 
,,a kozmikus háttérsugárzás anizotrópiájának 

tanulmányozásában elért kimagasló eredményeikért’’



Kísérlet a világűrben

PLANCK



Kísérletek az Antarktiszon

DASI 
 QUAD 
  SPUD

ACBAR 
   BICEP

SOUTH 
POLE

Tiszta égbolt



További kísérletek: Andok tetején 
(Atacama, Cerro Toco)

Vonzó tiszta égbolt
ACT



Az újszülött VE egyre szebb képe
COBE 
1992 WMAP 

2003
PLANCK 
2013 

ACT, SPT 
...

~7°

~0.3°

~0.1°
~0.02°



Temperature distribution of CMB



Hatványspektrum a Planck szerintPlanck Collaboration: The Planck mission
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Fig. 19. The temperature angular power spectrum of the primary CMB from Planck, showing a precise measurement of seven acoustic peaks, that
are well fit by a simple six-parameter⇤CDM theoretical model (the model plotted is the one labelled [Planck+WP+highL] in Planck Collaboration
XVI (2013)). The shaded area around the best-fit curve represents cosmic variance, including the sky cut used. The error bars on individual points
also include cosmic variance. The horizontal axis is logarithmic up to ` = 50, and linear beyond. The vertical scale is `(`+ 1)Cl/2⇡. The measured
spectrum shown here is exactly the same as the one shown in Fig. 1 of Planck Collaboration XVI (2013), but it has been rebinned to show better
the low-` region.
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Fig. 20. The temperature angular power spectrum of the CMB, esti-
mated from the SMICA Planck map. The model plotted is the one la-
belled [Planck+WP+highL] in Planck Collaboration XVI (2013). The
shaded area around the best-fit curve represents cosmic variance, in-
cluding the sky cut used. The error bars on individual points do not in-
clude cosmic variance. The horizontal axis is logarithmic up to ` = 50,
and linear beyond. The vertical scale is `(` + 1)Cl/2⇡. The binning
scheme is the same as in Fig. 19.

8.1.1. Main catalogue

The Planck Catalogue of Compact Sources (PCCS, Planck
Collaboration XXVIII (2013)) is a list of compact sources de-

tected by Planck over the entire sky, and which therefore con-
tains both Galactic and extragalactic objects. No polarization in-
formation is provided for the sources at this time. The PCCS
di↵ers from the ERCSC in its extraction philosophy: more e↵ort
has been made on the completeness of the catalogue, without re-
ducing notably the reliability of the detected sources, whereas
the ERCSC was built in the spirit of releasing a reliable catalog
suitable for quick follow-up (in particular with the short-lived
Herschel telescope). The greater amount of data, di↵erent selec-
tion process and the improvements in the calibration and map-
making processing (references) help the PCCS to improve the
performance (in depth and numbers) with respect to the previ-
ous ERCSC.

The sources were extracted from the 2013 Planck frequency
maps (Sect. 6), which include data acquired over more than two
sky coverages. This implies that the flux densities of most of
the sources are an average of three or more di↵erent observa-
tions over a period of 15.5 months. The Mexican Hat Wavelet
algorithm (López-Caniego et al. 2006) has been selected as the
baseline method for the production of the PCCS. However, one
additional methods, MTXF (González-Nuevo et al. 2006) was
implemented in order to support the validation and characteriza-
tion of the PCCS.

The source selection for the PCCS is made on the basis of
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). However, the properties of the
background in the Planck maps vary substantially depending on
frequency and part of the sky. Up to 217 GHz, the CMB is the
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Az ismert hatványspektrumPlanck Collaboration: The Planck mission
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Fig. 25. Measured angular power spectra of Planck, WMAP9, ACT, and SPT. The model plotted is Planck’s best-fit model including Planck
temperature, WMAP polarization, ACT, and SPT (the model is labelled [Planck+WP+HighL] in Planck Collaboration XVI (2013)). Error bars
include cosmic variance. The horizontal axis is `0.8.

than that measured using traditional techniques, though in agree-
ment with that determined by other CMB experiments (e.g.,
most notably from the recent WMAP9 analysis where Hinshaw
et al. 2012c find H0 = (69.7 ± 2.4) km s�1 Mpc�1 consis-
tent with the Planck value to within ⇠ 1�). Freedman et al.
(2012), as part of the Carnegie Hubble Program, use Spitzer
Space Telescope mid-infrared observations to recalibrate sec-
ondary distance methods used in the HST Key Project. These
authors find H0 = (74.3±1.5±2.1) km s�1 Mpc�1 where the first
error is statistical and the second systematic. A parallel e↵ort by
Riess et al. (2011) used the Hubble Space Telescope observa-
tions of Cepheid variables in the host galaxies of eight SNe Ia to
calibrate the supernova magnitude-redshift relation. Their ‘best
estimate’ of the Hubble constant, from fitting the calibrated SNe
magnitude-redshift relation is, H0 = (73.8 ± 2.4) km s�1 Mpc�1

where the error is 1� and includes known sources of systematic
errors. At face value, these measurements are discrepant with the
current Planck estimate at about the 2.5� level. This discrep-
ancy is discussed further in Planck Collaboration XVI (2013).

Extending the Hubble diagram to higher redshifts we note
that the best-fit⇤CDM model provides strong predictions for the
distance scale. This prediction can be compared to the measure-
ments provided by studies of Type Ia SNe and baryon acoustic
oscillations (BAO). Driven in large part by our preference for
a higher matter density we find mild tension with the (relative)
distance scale inferred from compilations of SNe (Conley et al.
2011; Suzuki et al. 2012). In contrast our results are in excellent

agreement with the BAO distance scale compiled in Anderson
et al. (2012).

The Planck data, in combination with polarization measured
by WMAP, high-` anisotropies from ACT and SPT and other,
lower redshift data sets, provides strong constraints on devia-
tions from the minimal model. The low redshift measurements
provided by the BAO allow us to break some degeneracies still
present in the Planck data and significantly tighten constraints on
cosmological parameters in these model extensions. The ACT
and SPT data help to fix our foreground model at high `. The
combination of these experiments provides our best constraints
on the standard 6-parameter model; values of some key parame-
ters in this model are summarized in Table 9.

From an analysis of an extensive grid of models, we find no
strong evidence to favour any extension to the base ⇤CDM cos-
mology, either from the CMB temperature power spectrum alone
or in combination with Planck lensing power spectrum and other
astrophysical datasets. For the wide range of extensions which
we have considered, the posteriors for extra parameters gener-
ally overlap the fiducial model within 1�. The measured values
of the ⇤CDM parameters are relatively robust to the inclusion
of di↵erent parameters, though a few do broaden significantly if
additional degeneracies are introduced. When the Planck likeli-
hood does provide marginal evidence for extensions to the base
⇤CDM model, this comes predominantly from a deficit of power
(compared to the base model) in the data at ` < 30.

The primordial power spectrum is well described by a
power-law over three decades in wave number, with no evidence
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Modelljóslatok hatványspektrumra 
(ΛCDM: hat-paraméteres illesztés)

Győztes



A hatványspektrumból nyerhető adatok
Az első csúcs helye Ω-tól függ

A magasság 
ΩB függvénye

A magasságok 
Ωm 

függvényei

A magasság 
ΩΛ függvénye



Hatványspektrum a Planck szerintPlanck Collaboration: The Planck mission
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Fig. 19. The temperature angular power spectrum of the primary CMB from Planck, showing a precise measurement of seven acoustic peaks, that
are well fit by a simple six-parameter⇤CDM theoretical model (the model plotted is the one labelled [Planck+WP+highL] in Planck Collaboration
XVI (2013)). The shaded area around the best-fit curve represents cosmic variance, including the sky cut used. The error bars on individual points
also include cosmic variance. The horizontal axis is logarithmic up to ` = 50, and linear beyond. The vertical scale is `(`+ 1)Cl/2⇡. The measured
spectrum shown here is exactly the same as the one shown in Fig. 1 of Planck Collaboration XVI (2013), but it has been rebinned to show better
the low-` region.
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Fig. 20. The temperature angular power spectrum of the CMB, esti-
mated from the SMICA Planck map. The model plotted is the one la-
belled [Planck+WP+highL] in Planck Collaboration XVI (2013). The
shaded area around the best-fit curve represents cosmic variance, in-
cluding the sky cut used. The error bars on individual points do not in-
clude cosmic variance. The horizontal axis is logarithmic up to ` = 50,
and linear beyond. The vertical scale is `(` + 1)Cl/2⇡. The binning
scheme is the same as in Fig. 19.

8.1.1. Main catalogue

The Planck Catalogue of Compact Sources (PCCS, Planck
Collaboration XXVIII (2013)) is a list of compact sources de-

tected by Planck over the entire sky, and which therefore con-
tains both Galactic and extragalactic objects. No polarization in-
formation is provided for the sources at this time. The PCCS
di↵ers from the ERCSC in its extraction philosophy: more e↵ort
has been made on the completeness of the catalogue, without re-
ducing notably the reliability of the detected sources, whereas
the ERCSC was built in the spirit of releasing a reliable catalog
suitable for quick follow-up (in particular with the short-lived
Herschel telescope). The greater amount of data, di↵erent selec-
tion process and the improvements in the calibration and map-
making processing (references) help the PCCS to improve the
performance (in depth and numbers) with respect to the previ-
ous ERCSC.

The sources were extracted from the 2013 Planck frequency
maps (Sect. 6), which include data acquired over more than two
sky coverages. This implies that the flux densities of most of
the sources are an average of three or more di↵erent observa-
tions over a period of 15.5 months. The Mexican Hat Wavelet
algorithm (López-Caniego et al. 2006) has been selected as the
baseline method for the production of the PCCS. However, one
additional methods, MTXF (González-Nuevo et al. 2006) was
implemented in order to support the validation and characteriza-
tion of the PCCS.

The source selection for the PCCS is made on the basis of
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). However, the properties of the
background in the Planck maps vary substantially depending on
frequency and part of the sky. Up to 217 GHz, the CMB is the
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6 paraméterrel 
illesztett 
ΛCDM model



A három nagyágyú: SNIa, CMB, BAO



Mi a sötét energia?
• A sötét energia a VE gyorsuló tágulásának egy 

lehetséges és népszerű magyarázata.  
• Két változatát képzelik 

– Kozmológiai állandó, ami a teret mindenütt kitöltő 
homogén energiasűrűség 

– Mindent kitöltő homogén skalármező (nem a Higgs!) 
• Állapotegyenlet (nyomás ∝ energiasűrűség) 

p=wε 
– 13. kérdés: Mekkora w nem-relativisztikus ideális gáz 

esetén? 
– Relativisztikus ideális gáz: w=1/3  
– Kozmológiai állandó: w=-1



A három nagyágyú: SNIa, CMB, BAO



2015: 
Hubble-tv                                w-Ωm diagram

Hubble diagram (740 SN Ia) 

6 Betoule et al. 2014 (JLA) 

Dark Energy equation of state 
W= pressure/density  
(cosmological constant W=-1) 

Hubble diagram (740 SN Ia) 

6 Betoule et al. 2014 (JLA) 

Dark Energy equation of state 
W= pressure/density  
(cosmological constant W=-1) 



Kozmológiai paraméterek
mennyiség 2003 2015 (Planck+…)

H 71 67.74±0.46 km/s/Mpc

Ω 1.02±0.02 1.000±0.009

Ω 0.27±0.04 0.3089±0.0062

Ω 0.044±0.004 0.0501±0.0003

Ω 0.73±0.04 0.6911±0.0062

T (13.7±0.2) Gév (13.799±0.021) Gév

T (379±8) ezer év



Mi lehet a sötét anyag?

VE-ben keressük: 
• Barionos: önálló 

kutatási területek 
– bolygók 
– fehér törpék 
–  MACHO-k (Massive 

Compact Halo Object): 
barna, fekete törpék, 
neutroncsillagok, fekete 
lyukak 

– gázfelhők 
• WIMP-ek 

Laboratóriumban keressük: 
• Nem barionos (ismeretlen), 

gyengén hat kölcsön a 
barionos anyaggal 
– „forró” (közel 

fénysebességű, HDM): 
neutrínók (kevés) 

– „hideg” (lassú, CDM): 
Weakly Interacting 
Massive Particle (WIMP)  

Részecskefizikusok kedvence,  
de egyelőre nem sikerült találni 

Netalán a gravitáció módosul nagy skálán?



...de van sok más javaslat is

Model Space

      Jocelyn Monroe                                                                                                                                    July 28, 2015 / p. 12

Wide range of parameters!

Direct detection searches generally optimised for WIMP sensitivity...

Baer et al., arXiv:1407.0017



Legnépszerűbb WIMP: LSP

• D = R = (-1)3B+2S+L  R-paritás 
– 13+1. kérdés: Mekkora az u-kvark és a muon 

R-paritása? 
– R = -1 s-fermionokra 

• Ha a legkönnyebb s-részecske semleges 
(neutralínó), akkor SA jelölt 

• Az ilyen s-részecske közvetve felfedezhető az 
LHC-n (hiányzó energia a jele)  

Egy minimális lehetőség: inert Higgs 
• A SM Higgs-mechanizmus minimális 

kiterjesztése feltételezett D-szimmetriával 
– A D = -1-es Higgs-részecske az SA jelölt 

(fermionokkal nem hat kölcsön)



WIMP-ek keresése

10

We hope to probe dark matter in several ways:

Probes of DM Interactions

q

DM DM

q
direct

DM-nucleus scattering
q

q̄

DM

DM
indirect

DM annihilation

Focus on direct detection in this talk.
(a similar game can be played for indirect)

18

4

q

q̄

�

�̄

Figure 1: Dark matter production in association with a single jet in a hadron collider.

3.1. Comparing Various Mono-Jet Analyses

Dark matter pair production through a diagram like figure 1 is one of the leading channels
for dark matter searches at hadron colliders [3, 4]. The signal would manifest itself as an excess
of jets plus missing energy (j + /ET ) events over the Standard Model background, which consists
mainly of (Z � ⇤⇤)+ j and (W � �inv⇤)+ j final states. In the latter case the charged lepton � is
lost, as indicated by the superscript “inv”. Experimental studies of j + /ET final states have been
performed by CDF [22], CMS [23] and ATLAS [24, 25], mostly in the context of Extra Dimensions.

Our analysis will, for the most part, be based on the ATLAS search [25] which looked for mono-
jets in 1 fb�1 of data, although we will also compare to the earlier CMS analysis [23], which used
36 pb�1 of integrated luminosity. The ATLAS search contains three separate analyses based on
successively harder pT cuts, the major selection criteria from each analysis that we apply in our
analysis are given below.3

LowPT Selection requires /ET > 120 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 120 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if they contain a second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV and |�(j2)| < 4.5.

HighPT Selection requires /ET > 220 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 250 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV or
�⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

veryHighPT Selection requires /ET > 300 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 350 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and
events are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV
or �⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |�(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events
are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity
|�(j1)| < 2.4. A second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV is allowed if the azimuthal angle it forms with
the leading jet is �⌅(j1, j2) < 2.0 radians. Events with more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV are
vetoed, as are events containing charged leptons with pT > 10 GeV. The number of expected and
observed events in the various searches is shown in table I.

3 Both ATLAS and CMS impose additional isolation cuts, which we do not mimic in our analysis for simplicity and
since they would not have a large impact on our results.

Fox-Harnik-Kopp-Tsai ‘11

David Berge ‐ CERN

Limits in direct detection plane 33

SM

SM
Nucleon

Now convert the high‐energy 

limit on  into limits on ‐Nucleon, 

by converting quark‐level to 

Nucleon‐level matrix elements:

Nucleon

Operators

Describe DM interactions as higher DM operators 
(possibly mediated by light mediators)

strengths of these operators from the Tevatron mono-jet search. In Section 3 we will translate the

Tevatron bounds to limits on direct detection cross section for different dark matter scenarios. In

Section 4 we move on to introduce lighter mediators that are kinematically accesible at the Tevatron

and find that these can either slightly enhance or severely weaken the Tevatron bounds. In Section 5

we will discuss possible enhancements to the Tevatron dark matter search using the mono-jet pT

spectrum, and conclude.

2 Operators and mono-jets

Throughout this paper, we will assume a dark matter particle, χ, as a Dirac fermion. The operators

we will study are,

O1 =
i gχ gq

q2 −M2
(q̄q) (χ̄χ) ,

O2 =
i gχ gq

q2 −M2
(q̄γµq) (χ̄γ

µχ) ,

O3 =
i gχ gq

q2 −M2
(q̄γµγ5q) (χ̄γ

µγ5χ) ,

O4 =
i gχ gq

q2 −M2
(q̄γ5q) (χ̄γ5χ) , (3)

Here we take q = u, d, s and turn on each operator one at a time (but results for a flavor universal

operator will be easy to deduce). q2 is the exchanged momentum and the suppression scale M is

related to the mass of the particle whose exchange generates the four fermion operator.

This is a representative set of operators that will generate a variety of dark matter scattering

scenarios. Majorana dark matter will yield similar result (though for a Majorana spinor there are no

vector interactions). Initially we will assume that the mediator is heavy and integrate it out, but in

Section 4 we will discuss the effect of a light mediator. There are two additional operators χ̄σµνχFµν

and H†Hχ̄χ appearing up to the dimension six level. While they are less constrained at the Tevatron,

we leave their study and the study of operators involving the three heavy quark flavors to future work.

OperatorO1 leads to spin-independent coupling between the DM and a nucleus and can be thought

of as arising from exchange of a scalar of mass M , O2 is similar but occurs through vector exchange.

Operator O3 is generated through axial-vector exchange and gives a spin-dependent coupling, and O4

could arise from exchange of a pseudo-scalar and gives a momentum dependent and spin-dependent

DM coupling. Various combinations of these operators may be also generated by madiators charged

under the SM such as squarks in supersymmetry.

3

SI, scalar exchange

SI, vector exchange

SD, axial-vector 
exchange

SD and mom. dep., 
psuedo-scalar exchange

Operators

Describe DM interactions as higher DM operators 
(possibly mediated by light mediators)

strengths of these operators from the Tevatron mono-jet search. In Section 3 we will translate the

Tevatron bounds to limits on direct detection cross section for different dark matter scenarios. In

Section 4 we move on to introduce lighter mediators that are kinematically accesible at the Tevatron

and find that these can either slightly enhance or severely weaken the Tevatron bounds. In Section 5

we will discuss possible enhancements to the Tevatron dark matter search using the mono-jet pT

spectrum, and conclude.

2 Operators and mono-jets

Throughout this paper, we will assume a dark matter particle, χ, as a Dirac fermion. The operators

we will study are,

O1 =
i gχ gq

q2 −M2
(q̄q) (χ̄χ) ,

O2 =
i gχ gq

q2 −M2
(q̄γµq) (χ̄γ

µχ) ,

O3 =
i gχ gq

q2 −M2
(q̄γµγ5q) (χ̄γ

µγ5χ) ,

O4 =
i gχ gq

q2 −M2
(q̄γ5q) (χ̄γ5χ) , (3)

Here we take q = u, d, s and turn on each operator one at a time (but results for a flavor universal

operator will be easy to deduce). q2 is the exchanged momentum and the suppression scale M is

related to the mass of the particle whose exchange generates the four fermion operator.

This is a representative set of operators that will generate a variety of dark matter scattering

scenarios. Majorana dark matter will yield similar result (though for a Majorana spinor there are no

vector interactions). Initially we will assume that the mediator is heavy and integrate it out, but in

Section 4 we will discuss the effect of a light mediator. There are two additional operators χ̄σµνχFµν

and H†Hχ̄χ appearing up to the dimension six level. While they are less constrained at the Tevatron,

we leave their study and the study of operators involving the three heavy quark flavors to future work.

OperatorO1 leads to spin-independent coupling between the DM and a nucleus and can be thought

of as arising from exchange of a scalar of mass M , O2 is similar but occurs through vector exchange.

Operator O3 is generated through axial-vector exchange and gives a spin-dependent coupling, and O4
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3.1. Comparing Various Mono-Jet Analyses

Dark matter pair production through a diagram like figure 1 is one of the leading channels
for dark matter searches at hadron colliders [3, 4]. The signal would manifest itself as an excess
of jets plus missing energy (j + /ET ) events over the Standard Model background, which consists
mainly of (Z � ⇤⇤)+ j and (W � �inv⇤)+ j final states. In the latter case the charged lepton � is
lost, as indicated by the superscript “inv”. Experimental studies of j + /ET final states have been
performed by CDF [22], CMS [23] and ATLAS [24, 25], mostly in the context of Extra Dimensions.

Our analysis will, for the most part, be based on the ATLAS search [25] which looked for mono-
jets in 1 fb�1 of data, although we will also compare to the earlier CMS analysis [23], which used
36 pb�1 of integrated luminosity. The ATLAS search contains three separate analyses based on
successively harder pT cuts, the major selection criteria from each analysis that we apply in our
analysis are given below.3

LowPT Selection requires /ET > 120 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 120 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if they contain a second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV and |�(j2)| < 4.5.

HighPT Selection requires /ET > 220 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 250 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV or
�⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

veryHighPT Selection requires /ET > 300 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 350 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and
events are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV
or �⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |�(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events
are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity
|�(j1)| < 2.4. A second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV is allowed if the azimuthal angle it forms with
the leading jet is �⌅(j1, j2) < 2.0 radians. Events with more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV are
vetoed, as are events containing charged leptons with pT > 10 GeV. The number of expected and
observed events in the various searches is shown in table I.

3 Both ATLAS and CMS impose additional isolation cuts, which we do not mimic in our analysis for simplicity and
since they would not have a large impact on our results.
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events are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV
or �⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |�(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events
are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity
|�(j1)| < 2.4. A second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV is allowed if the azimuthal angle it forms with
the leading jet is �⌅(j1, j2) < 2.0 radians. Events with more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV are
vetoed, as are events containing charged leptons with pT > 10 GeV. The number of expected and
observed events in the various searches is shown in table I.

3 Both ATLAS and CMS impose additional isolation cuts, which we do not mimic in our analysis for simplicity and
since they would not have a large impact on our results.
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strengths of these operators from the Tevatron mono-jet search. In Section 3 we will translate the

Tevatron bounds to limits on direct detection cross section for different dark matter scenarios. In

Section 4 we move on to introduce lighter mediators that are kinematically accesible at the Tevatron

and find that these can either slightly enhance or severely weaken the Tevatron bounds. In Section 5

we will discuss possible enhancements to the Tevatron dark matter search using the mono-jet pT

spectrum, and conclude.

2 Operators and mono-jets

Throughout this paper, we will assume a dark matter particle, χ, as a Dirac fermion. The operators

we will study are,
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O2 =
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O3 =
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(q̄γµγ5q) (χ̄γ

µγ5χ) ,

O4 =
i gχ gq

q2 −M2
(q̄γ5q) (χ̄γ5χ) , (3)

Here we take q = u, d, s and turn on each operator one at a time (but results for a flavor universal

operator will be easy to deduce). q2 is the exchanged momentum and the suppression scale M is

related to the mass of the particle whose exchange generates the four fermion operator.

This is a representative set of operators that will generate a variety of dark matter scattering

scenarios. Majorana dark matter will yield similar result (though for a Majorana spinor there are no

vector interactions). Initially we will assume that the mediator is heavy and integrate it out, but in

Section 4 we will discuss the effect of a light mediator. There are two additional operators χ̄σµνχFµν

and H†Hχ̄χ appearing up to the dimension six level. While they are less constrained at the Tevatron,

we leave their study and the study of operators involving the three heavy quark flavors to future work.

OperatorO1 leads to spin-independent coupling between the DM and a nucleus and can be thought

of as arising from exchange of a scalar of mass M , O2 is similar but occurs through vector exchange.

Operator O3 is generated through axial-vector exchange and gives a spin-dependent coupling, and O4

could arise from exchange of a pseudo-scalar and gives a momentum dependent and spin-dependent

DM coupling. Various combinations of these operators may be also generated by madiators charged

under the SM such as squarks in supersymmetry.
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3.1. Comparing Various Mono-Jet Analyses

Dark matter pair production through a diagram like figure 1 is one of the leading channels
for dark matter searches at hadron colliders [3, 4]. The signal would manifest itself as an excess
of jets plus missing energy (j + /ET ) events over the Standard Model background, which consists
mainly of (Z � ⇤⇤)+ j and (W � �inv⇤)+ j final states. In the latter case the charged lepton � is
lost, as indicated by the superscript “inv”. Experimental studies of j + /ET final states have been
performed by CDF [22], CMS [23] and ATLAS [24, 25], mostly in the context of Extra Dimensions.

Our analysis will, for the most part, be based on the ATLAS search [25] which looked for mono-
jets in 1 fb�1 of data, although we will also compare to the earlier CMS analysis [23], which used
36 pb�1 of integrated luminosity. The ATLAS search contains three separate analyses based on
successively harder pT cuts, the major selection criteria from each analysis that we apply in our
analysis are given below.3

LowPT Selection requires /ET > 120 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 120 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if they contain a second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV and |�(j2)| < 4.5.

HighPT Selection requires /ET > 220 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 250 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV or
�⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

veryHighPT Selection requires /ET > 300 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 350 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and
events are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV
or �⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |�(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events
are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity
|�(j1)| < 2.4. A second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV is allowed if the azimuthal angle it forms with
the leading jet is �⌅(j1, j2) < 2.0 radians. Events with more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV are
vetoed, as are events containing charged leptons with pT > 10 GeV. The number of expected and
observed events in the various searches is shown in table I.

3 Both ATLAS and CMS impose additional isolation cuts, which we do not mimic in our analysis for simplicity and
since they would not have a large impact on our results.
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operator will be easy to deduce). q2 is the exchanged momentum and the suppression scale M is

related to the mass of the particle whose exchange generates the four fermion operator.

This is a representative set of operators that will generate a variety of dark matter scattering

scenarios. Majorana dark matter will yield similar result (though for a Majorana spinor there are no

vector interactions). Initially we will assume that the mediator is heavy and integrate it out, but in
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Figure 1: Dark matter production in association with a single jet in a hadron collider.

3.1. Comparing Various Mono-Jet Analyses

Dark matter pair production through a diagram like figure 1 is one of the leading channels
for dark matter searches at hadron colliders [3, 4]. The signal would manifest itself as an excess
of jets plus missing energy (j + /ET ) events over the Standard Model background, which consists
mainly of (Z � ⇤⇤)+ j and (W � �inv⇤)+ j final states. In the latter case the charged lepton � is
lost, as indicated by the superscript “inv”. Experimental studies of j + /ET final states have been
performed by CDF [22], CMS [23] and ATLAS [24, 25], mostly in the context of Extra Dimensions.

Our analysis will, for the most part, be based on the ATLAS search [25] which looked for mono-
jets in 1 fb�1 of data, although we will also compare to the earlier CMS analysis [23], which used
36 pb�1 of integrated luminosity. The ATLAS search contains three separate analyses based on
successively harder pT cuts, the major selection criteria from each analysis that we apply in our
analysis are given below.3

LowPT Selection requires /ET > 120 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 120 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if they contain a second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV and |�(j2)| < 4.5.

HighPT Selection requires /ET > 220 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 250 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV or
�⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

veryHighPT Selection requires /ET > 300 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 350 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and
events are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV
or �⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |�(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events
are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity
|�(j1)| < 2.4. A second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV is allowed if the azimuthal angle it forms with
the leading jet is �⌅(j1, j2) < 2.0 radians. Events with more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV are
vetoed, as are events containing charged leptons with pT > 10 GeV. The number of expected and
observed events in the various searches is shown in table I.

3 Both ATLAS and CMS impose additional isolation cuts, which we do not mimic in our analysis for simplicity and
since they would not have a large impact on our results.
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of jets plus missing energy (j + /ET ) events over the Standard Model background, which consists
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lost, as indicated by the superscript “inv”. Experimental studies of j + /ET final states have been
performed by CDF [22], CMS [23] and ATLAS [24, 25], mostly in the context of Extra Dimensions.

Our analysis will, for the most part, be based on the ATLAS search [25] which looked for mono-
jets in 1 fb�1 of data, although we will also compare to the earlier CMS analysis [23], which used
36 pb�1 of integrated luminosity. The ATLAS search contains three separate analyses based on
successively harder pT cuts, the major selection criteria from each analysis that we apply in our
analysis are given below.3

LowPT Selection requires /ET > 120 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 120 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if they contain a second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV and |�(j2)| < 4.5.

HighPT Selection requires /ET > 220 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 250 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV or
�⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

veryHighPT Selection requires /ET > 300 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 350 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and
events are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV
or �⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |�(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events
are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity
|�(j1)| < 2.4. A second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV is allowed if the azimuthal angle it forms with
the leading jet is �⌅(j1, j2) < 2.0 radians. Events with more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV are
vetoed, as are events containing charged leptons with pT > 10 GeV. The number of expected and
observed events in the various searches is shown in table I.

3 Both ATLAS and CMS impose additional isolation cuts, which we do not mimic in our analysis for simplicity and
since they would not have a large impact on our results.
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strengths of these operators from the Tevatron mono-jet search. In Section 3 we will translate the

Tevatron bounds to limits on direct detection cross section for different dark matter scenarios. In

Section 4 we move on to introduce lighter mediators that are kinematically accesible at the Tevatron

and find that these can either slightly enhance or severely weaken the Tevatron bounds. In Section 5

we will discuss possible enhancements to the Tevatron dark matter search using the mono-jet pT

spectrum, and conclude.
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operator will be easy to deduce). q2 is the exchanged momentum and the suppression scale M is

related to the mass of the particle whose exchange generates the four fermion operator.

This is a representative set of operators that will generate a variety of dark matter scattering

scenarios. Majorana dark matter will yield similar result (though for a Majorana spinor there are no

vector interactions). Initially we will assume that the mediator is heavy and integrate it out, but in

Section 4 we will discuss the effect of a light mediator. There are two additional operators χ̄σµνχFµν

and H†Hχ̄χ appearing up to the dimension six level. While they are less constrained at the Tevatron,

we leave their study and the study of operators involving the three heavy quark flavors to future work.

OperatorO1 leads to spin-independent coupling between the DM and a nucleus and can be thought

of as arising from exchange of a scalar of mass M , O2 is similar but occurs through vector exchange.

Operator O3 is generated through axial-vector exchange and gives a spin-dependent coupling, and O4

could arise from exchange of a pseudo-scalar and gives a momentum dependent and spin-dependent

DM coupling. Various combinations of these operators may be also generated by madiators charged

under the SM such as squarks in supersymmetry.
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Figure 1: Dark matter production in association with a single jet in a hadron collider.

3.1. Comparing Various Mono-Jet Analyses

Dark matter pair production through a diagram like figure 1 is one of the leading channels
for dark matter searches at hadron colliders [3, 4]. The signal would manifest itself as an excess
of jets plus missing energy (j + /ET ) events over the Standard Model background, which consists
mainly of (Z � ⇤⇤)+ j and (W � �inv⇤)+ j final states. In the latter case the charged lepton � is
lost, as indicated by the superscript “inv”. Experimental studies of j + /ET final states have been
performed by CDF [22], CMS [23] and ATLAS [24, 25], mostly in the context of Extra Dimensions.

Our analysis will, for the most part, be based on the ATLAS search [25] which looked for mono-
jets in 1 fb�1 of data, although we will also compare to the earlier CMS analysis [23], which used
36 pb�1 of integrated luminosity. The ATLAS search contains three separate analyses based on
successively harder pT cuts, the major selection criteria from each analysis that we apply in our
analysis are given below.3

LowPT Selection requires /ET > 120 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 120 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if they contain a second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV and |�(j2)| < 4.5.

HighPT Selection requires /ET > 220 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 250 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV or
�⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

veryHighPT Selection requires /ET > 300 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 350 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and
events are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV
or �⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |�(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events
are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity
|�(j1)| < 2.4. A second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV is allowed if the azimuthal angle it forms with
the leading jet is �⌅(j1, j2) < 2.0 radians. Events with more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV are
vetoed, as are events containing charged leptons with pT > 10 GeV. The number of expected and
observed events in the various searches is shown in table I.

3 Both ATLAS and CMS impose additional isolation cuts, which we do not mimic in our analysis for simplicity and
since they would not have a large impact on our results.
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Figure 1: Dark matter production in association with a single jet in a hadron collider.

3.1. Comparing Various Mono-Jet Analyses

Dark matter pair production through a diagram like figure 1 is one of the leading channels
for dark matter searches at hadron colliders [3, 4]. The signal would manifest itself as an excess
of jets plus missing energy (j + /ET ) events over the Standard Model background, which consists
mainly of (Z � ⇤⇤)+ j and (W � �inv⇤)+ j final states. In the latter case the charged lepton � is
lost, as indicated by the superscript “inv”. Experimental studies of j + /ET final states have been
performed by CDF [22], CMS [23] and ATLAS [24, 25], mostly in the context of Extra Dimensions.

Our analysis will, for the most part, be based on the ATLAS search [25] which looked for mono-
jets in 1 fb�1 of data, although we will also compare to the earlier CMS analysis [23], which used
36 pb�1 of integrated luminosity. The ATLAS search contains three separate analyses based on
successively harder pT cuts, the major selection criteria from each analysis that we apply in our
analysis are given below.3

LowPT Selection requires /ET > 120 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 120 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if they contain a second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV and |�(j2)| < 4.5.

HighPT Selection requires /ET > 220 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 250 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV or
�⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

veryHighPT Selection requires /ET > 300 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 350 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and
events are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV
or �⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |�(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events
are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity
|�(j1)| < 2.4. A second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV is allowed if the azimuthal angle it forms with
the leading jet is �⌅(j1, j2) < 2.0 radians. Events with more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV are
vetoed, as are events containing charged leptons with pT > 10 GeV. The number of expected and
observed events in the various searches is shown in table I.

3 Both ATLAS and CMS impose additional isolation cuts, which we do not mimic in our analysis for simplicity and
since they would not have a large impact on our results.
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and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.
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3.1. Comparing Various Mono-Jet Analyses

Dark matter pair production through a diagram like figure 1 is one of the leading channels
for dark matter searches at hadron colliders [3, 4]. The signal would manifest itself as an excess
of jets plus missing energy (j + /ET ) events over the Standard Model background, which consists
mainly of (Z � ⇤⇤)+ j and (W � �inv⇤)+ j final states. In the latter case the charged lepton � is
lost, as indicated by the superscript “inv”. Experimental studies of j + /ET final states have been
performed by CDF [22], CMS [23] and ATLAS [24, 25], mostly in the context of Extra Dimensions.

Our analysis will, for the most part, be based on the ATLAS search [25] which looked for mono-
jets in 1 fb�1 of data, although we will also compare to the earlier CMS analysis [23], which used
36 pb�1 of integrated luminosity. The ATLAS search contains three separate analyses based on
successively harder pT cuts, the major selection criteria from each analysis that we apply in our
analysis are given below.3

LowPT Selection requires /ET > 120 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 120 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if they contain a second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV and |�(j2)| < 4.5.

HighPT Selection requires /ET > 220 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 250 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV or
�⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

veryHighPT Selection requires /ET > 300 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 350 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and
events are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV
or �⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |�(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events
are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity
|�(j1)| < 2.4. A second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV is allowed if the azimuthal angle it forms with
the leading jet is �⌅(j1, j2) < 2.0 radians. Events with more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV are
vetoed, as are events containing charged leptons with pT > 10 GeV. The number of expected and
observed events in the various searches is shown in table I.

3 Both ATLAS and CMS impose additional isolation cuts, which we do not mimic in our analysis for simplicity and
since they would not have a large impact on our results.
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strengths of these operators from the Tevatron mono-jet search. In Section 3 we will translate the

Tevatron bounds to limits on direct detection cross section for different dark matter scenarios. In

Section 4 we move on to introduce lighter mediators that are kinematically accesible at the Tevatron

and find that these can either slightly enhance or severely weaken the Tevatron bounds. In Section 5

we will discuss possible enhancements to the Tevatron dark matter search using the mono-jet pT

spectrum, and conclude.

2 Operators and mono-jets

Throughout this paper, we will assume a dark matter particle, χ, as a Dirac fermion. The operators

we will study are,
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O4 =
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(q̄γ5q) (χ̄γ5χ) , (3)

Here we take q = u, d, s and turn on each operator one at a time (but results for a flavor universal

operator will be easy to deduce). q2 is the exchanged momentum and the suppression scale M is

related to the mass of the particle whose exchange generates the four fermion operator.

This is a representative set of operators that will generate a variety of dark matter scattering

scenarios. Majorana dark matter will yield similar result (though for a Majorana spinor there are no

vector interactions). Initially we will assume that the mediator is heavy and integrate it out, but in

Section 4 we will discuss the effect of a light mediator. There are two additional operators χ̄σµνχFµν

and H†Hχ̄χ appearing up to the dimension six level. While they are less constrained at the Tevatron,

we leave their study and the study of operators involving the three heavy quark flavors to future work.

OperatorO1 leads to spin-independent coupling between the DM and a nucleus and can be thought

of as arising from exchange of a scalar of mass M , O2 is similar but occurs through vector exchange.

Operator O3 is generated through axial-vector exchange and gives a spin-dependent coupling, and O4

could arise from exchange of a pseudo-scalar and gives a momentum dependent and spin-dependent

DM coupling. Various combinations of these operators may be also generated by madiators charged

under the SM such as squarks in supersymmetry.
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Figure 1: Dark matter production in association with a single jet in a hadron collider.

3.1. Comparing Various Mono-Jet Analyses

Dark matter pair production through a diagram like figure 1 is one of the leading channels
for dark matter searches at hadron colliders [3, 4]. The signal would manifest itself as an excess
of jets plus missing energy (j + /ET ) events over the Standard Model background, which consists
mainly of (Z � ⇤⇤)+ j and (W � �inv⇤)+ j final states. In the latter case the charged lepton � is
lost, as indicated by the superscript “inv”. Experimental studies of j + /ET final states have been
performed by CDF [22], CMS [23] and ATLAS [24, 25], mostly in the context of Extra Dimensions.

Our analysis will, for the most part, be based on the ATLAS search [25] which looked for mono-
jets in 1 fb�1 of data, although we will also compare to the earlier CMS analysis [23], which used
36 pb�1 of integrated luminosity. The ATLAS search contains three separate analyses based on
successively harder pT cuts, the major selection criteria from each analysis that we apply in our
analysis are given below.3

LowPT Selection requires /ET > 120 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 120 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if they contain a second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV and |�(j2)| < 4.5.

HighPT Selection requires /ET > 220 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 250 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV or
�⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

veryHighPT Selection requires /ET > 300 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 350 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and
events are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV
or �⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |�(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events
are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity
|�(j1)| < 2.4. A second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV is allowed if the azimuthal angle it forms with
the leading jet is �⌅(j1, j2) < 2.0 radians. Events with more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV are
vetoed, as are events containing charged leptons with pT > 10 GeV. The number of expected and
observed events in the various searches is shown in table I.

3 Both ATLAS and CMS impose additional isolation cuts, which we do not mimic in our analysis for simplicity and
since they would not have a large impact on our results.
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or �⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |�(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events
are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity
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strengths of these operators from the Tevatron mono-jet search. In Section 3 we will translate the

Tevatron bounds to limits on direct detection cross section for different dark matter scenarios. In

Section 4 we move on to introduce lighter mediators that are kinematically accesible at the Tevatron

and find that these can either slightly enhance or severely weaken the Tevatron bounds. In Section 5

we will discuss possible enhancements to the Tevatron dark matter search using the mono-jet pT

spectrum, and conclude.
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Here we take q = u, d, s and turn on each operator one at a time (but results for a flavor universal

operator will be easy to deduce). q2 is the exchanged momentum and the suppression scale M is

related to the mass of the particle whose exchange generates the four fermion operator.

This is a representative set of operators that will generate a variety of dark matter scattering

scenarios. Majorana dark matter will yield similar result (though for a Majorana spinor there are no

vector interactions). Initially we will assume that the mediator is heavy and integrate it out, but in

Section 4 we will discuss the effect of a light mediator. There are two additional operators χ̄σµνχFµν

and H†Hχ̄χ appearing up to the dimension six level. While they are less constrained at the Tevatron,

we leave their study and the study of operators involving the three heavy quark flavors to future work.

OperatorO1 leads to spin-independent coupling between the DM and a nucleus and can be thought

of as arising from exchange of a scalar of mass M , O2 is similar but occurs through vector exchange.

Operator O3 is generated through axial-vector exchange and gives a spin-dependent coupling, and O4

could arise from exchange of a pseudo-scalar and gives a momentum dependent and spin-dependent

DM coupling. Various combinations of these operators may be also generated by madiators charged

under the SM such as squarks in supersymmetry.
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3.1. Comparing Various Mono-Jet Analyses

Dark matter pair production through a diagram like figure 1 is one of the leading channels
for dark matter searches at hadron colliders [3, 4]. The signal would manifest itself as an excess
of jets plus missing energy (j + /ET ) events over the Standard Model background, which consists
mainly of (Z � ⇤⇤)+ j and (W � �inv⇤)+ j final states. In the latter case the charged lepton � is
lost, as indicated by the superscript “inv”. Experimental studies of j + /ET final states have been
performed by CDF [22], CMS [23] and ATLAS [24, 25], mostly in the context of Extra Dimensions.

Our analysis will, for the most part, be based on the ATLAS search [25] which looked for mono-
jets in 1 fb�1 of data, although we will also compare to the earlier CMS analysis [23], which used
36 pb�1 of integrated luminosity. The ATLAS search contains three separate analyses based on
successively harder pT cuts, the major selection criteria from each analysis that we apply in our
analysis are given below.3

LowPT Selection requires /ET > 120 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 120 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if they contain a second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV and |�(j2)| < 4.5.

HighPT Selection requires /ET > 220 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 250 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV or
�⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

veryHighPT Selection requires /ET > 300 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 350 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and
events are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV
or �⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |�(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events
are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity
|�(j1)| < 2.4. A second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV is allowed if the azimuthal angle it forms with
the leading jet is �⌅(j1, j2) < 2.0 radians. Events with more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV are
vetoed, as are events containing charged leptons with pT > 10 GeV. The number of expected and
observed events in the various searches is shown in table I.

3 Both ATLAS and CMS impose additional isolation cuts, which we do not mimic in our analysis for simplicity and
since they would not have a large impact on our results.
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Figure 1: Dark matter production in association with a single jet in a hadron collider.

3.1. Comparing Various Mono-Jet Analyses

Dark matter pair production through a diagram like figure 1 is one of the leading channels
for dark matter searches at hadron colliders [3, 4]. The signal would manifest itself as an excess
of jets plus missing energy (j + /ET ) events over the Standard Model background, which consists
mainly of (Z � ⇤⇤)+ j and (W � �inv⇤)+ j final states. In the latter case the charged lepton � is
lost, as indicated by the superscript “inv”. Experimental studies of j + /ET final states have been
performed by CDF [22], CMS [23] and ATLAS [24, 25], mostly in the context of Extra Dimensions.

Our analysis will, for the most part, be based on the ATLAS search [25] which looked for mono-
jets in 1 fb�1 of data, although we will also compare to the earlier CMS analysis [23], which used
36 pb�1 of integrated luminosity. The ATLAS search contains three separate analyses based on
successively harder pT cuts, the major selection criteria from each analysis that we apply in our
analysis are given below.3

LowPT Selection requires /ET > 120 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 120 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if they contain a second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV and |�(j2)| < 4.5.

HighPT Selection requires /ET > 220 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 250 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and events
are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV or
�⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

veryHighPT Selection requires /ET > 300 GeV, one jet with pT (j1) > 350 GeV, |�(j1)| < 2, and
events are vetoed if there is a second jet with |�(j2)| < 4.5 and with either pT (j2) > 60 GeV
or �⌅(j2, /ET ) < 0.5. Any further jets with |�(j2)| < 4.5 must have pT (j3) < 30 GeV.

In all cases events are vetoed if they contain any hard leptons, defined for electrons as |�(e)| < 2.47
and pT (e) > 20 GeV and for muons as |�(µ)| < 2.4 and pT (µ) > 10 GeV.

The cuts used by CMS are similar to those of the LowPT ATLAS analysis. Mono-jet events
are selected by requiring /ET > 150 GeV and one jet with pT (j1) > 110 GeV and pseudo-rapidity
|�(j1)| < 2.4. A second jet with pT (j2) > 30 GeV is allowed if the azimuthal angle it forms with
the leading jet is �⌅(j1, j2) < 2.0 radians. Events with more than two jets with pT > 30 GeV are
vetoed, as are events containing charged leptons with pT > 10 GeV. The number of expected and
observed events in the various searches is shown in table I.

3 Both ATLAS and CMS impose additional isolation cuts, which we do not mimic in our analysis for simplicity and
since they would not have a large impact on our results.
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Describe DM interactions as higher DM operators 
(possibly mediated by light mediators)

strengths of these operators from the Tevatron mono-jet search. In Section 3 we will translate the

Tevatron bounds to limits on direct detection cross section for different dark matter scenarios. In

Section 4 we move on to introduce lighter mediators that are kinematically accesible at the Tevatron

and find that these can either slightly enhance or severely weaken the Tevatron bounds. In Section 5

we will discuss possible enhancements to the Tevatron dark matter search using the mono-jet pT

spectrum, and conclude.

2 Operators and mono-jets

Throughout this paper, we will assume a dark matter particle, χ, as a Dirac fermion. The operators

we will study are,

O1 =
i gχ gq

q2 −M2
(q̄q) (χ̄χ) ,

O2 =
i gχ gq

q2 −M2
(q̄γµq) (χ̄γ

µχ) ,

O3 =
i gχ gq

q2 −M2
(q̄γµγ5q) (χ̄γ

µγ5χ) ,

O4 =
i gχ gq

q2 −M2
(q̄γ5q) (χ̄γ5χ) , (3)

Here we take q = u, d, s and turn on each operator one at a time (but results for a flavor universal

operator will be easy to deduce). q2 is the exchanged momentum and the suppression scale M is

related to the mass of the particle whose exchange generates the four fermion operator.

This is a representative set of operators that will generate a variety of dark matter scattering

scenarios. Majorana dark matter will yield similar result (though for a Majorana spinor there are no

vector interactions). Initially we will assume that the mediator is heavy and integrate it out, but in

Section 4 we will discuss the effect of a light mediator. There are two additional operators χ̄σµνχFµν

and H†Hχ̄χ appearing up to the dimension six level. While they are less constrained at the Tevatron,

we leave their study and the study of operators involving the three heavy quark flavors to future work.

OperatorO1 leads to spin-independent coupling between the DM and a nucleus and can be thought

of as arising from exchange of a scalar of mass M , O2 is similar but occurs through vector exchange.

Operator O3 is generated through axial-vector exchange and gives a spin-dependent coupling, and O4

could arise from exchange of a pseudo-scalar and gives a momentum dependent and spin-dependent

DM coupling. Various combinations of these operators may be also generated by madiators charged

under the SM such as squarks in supersymmetry.
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• gyorsítóval:      SM              WIMP 
események hiányzó  
energiával                 SM                   WIMP 

• közvetlenül: 
rugalmas szórás   WIMP                   WIMP 
atommagon mélyen 
a felszín alatt      atommag          atommag 

• közvetve:       WIMP                  SM 
szétsugárzásra utaló 
jel a világűrből       WIMP                  SM

atommag
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Értjük-e ezeket a kérdéseket?
• Vannak-e eddig fel nem fedezett természeti törvények? 
• Hogyan érthetjük meg a sötét energia rejtélyét? 
• Létezik-e több mint három tér-dimenzió? 
• Egyesülnek-e az alapvető kölcsönhatások? 
• Miért van oly sokfajta elemi részecske? Van-e esetleg 

több? 
• Mi a sötét anyag, elő tudjuk-e állítani laboratóriumban? 
• Mit mondanak a neutrínók? 
• Hogyan keletkezett fejlődött a Világegyetem? 
• Hová tűnt az antianyag?



Vége


